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In one of the typical American domestic novels of the l870s, astandard
character of the genre, the rejected suitor, finds an uncxpected compensation for his many prior disappointments. Whcn the novel opens, Roger
Lawrence, the hero, has just experienced another disheartening rejection
as a suitor and seems condemned to a pcrmancnt life as a bachelor.
Events, however, take an unforeseen turn. A gambler staying in the same
boardingllOusc commits suicide on the night of our hero's rejection and
leaves a motherless ami unprotected girl of twelve behind, whom the
unloved suitor, after some initial misgivings about the long-term financial costs of such a sudden impulse of compassion and yet propelled by
an unmistakably Victorian sense of duty, ends up adopting. It is an
auoption - and linkage of fates - which provides the otherwise extremely
conventional novel with an unexpected, titillating twist. For not only can
the hero act out to his heart's delight one of the central fantasies of
Victorianism, namely, the supervision and moral training of a young
untutored child; but also, as it fairly soon dawns on him (and on the
initially incrcJulous reader), in accepting his Victolian Juty the gellllemanly guardian rinus himsdfin a position to bring up his own version of
the ideal bride - 'in the hope that she will- in an exercise of free choice
- marry him when she comes of agc.' 1
Even such a necessarily brief plOl summary may suffice to indi<.:ate
how thoroughl y Vic torian our novel is. To seek further confirmation, one
could refer to such typical narrative devices as the exertion of moral
inl1uencc through a skillfully placed fever crisis. What is even more
rd<.:v:l.nt for our purpose is the observation that the novel on~rs the
prototypical story of American Victorianism. Centered arounu the idea
of moral guardianship, the tcxt deals with the long and painful fonnation
of charul.:tcr, a process in which the heroine - very oCLen, as in this case,
a saLily neglected orphan - leams to govern herself and to acquire an
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unfailing awareness of what is morally right or wrong, until she finally
comes to realize the unselfishness and inner worth of her 10ng-tinll~
guardian. Where the novel deviates from the conventional version of this
well-known pattern is only perhaps in the extent to which it brings
together the roles of guardian and lover into one character - and in the
ensuing element of erotic teasing which prompted one critic to see in it
'sex unconscious of itself, an involuntary account of it in thick Victorian
wrappings.'2 Very appropriately, the novel is thus called Watch ofld
Ward, summarizing in its title the two main activities on whi<.:h it focusl:s,
and it may come as a bit of a surprise for the uninitiated - if such an
innocent being is still left among us - that it was written by the master
craftsman of the novel himself, Henry James. As most readers will know,
Watch and Ward was his first novel, composeo upon his return to
America in 1870 and serializcd in the Atlantic MO/lthly in I ~71 - a fad
that remains valid even if there is an unmistakable tcnoency in Jamcscriticism to take his own latcr embarrassment about his first novelistic
effort as a plea for mcrcy and to consider Roderick /Judson, as he dio
himself in the New York Edition of that novel, as the real beginning of
his career as novelist.
Thercscems to me,howevcr,no neeo for sUl:h an eagerexercise ill tact.
Even great writers have to begin somewhere ano it is exactly this question
where a writer such as James began which provides a novcllike Willch
and Ward with considerable interest for a discussion of the gelll:,'iis and
development of American realism. For what it suggests is the extent tll
which James's own work, and American real ism in general, had its ori gi n
in the cultural system we now call Ameriean Victorianism - so much so.
in fact, that American realism might be most fruitfully described not as
a movement guided by aesthetic criteIia such as objectivity, verisimilitude, and representativeness, as the conventional wisdom of American
literary criticism has it, but as a cuI tural strategy to extend and modcrnize
basic ideas of American Victorianism in order to gain influence on thc
definition of American society and culture after the Civil War.
Watch and Ward is an especially rewarding example for establishing
such links between American Victorianism and realism, because it oilers
an early version of a narrative project to which James returned time ano
again; above all in The Portrait of a Lady and The Wings of the J)OI'i',
whieh are clearly inf1uenced by Watch and Ward. All threc novels are
centered around the idea of an educational expcriment made possible by
an unforeseen change of fortune; all three share strikingly similar
character constellations; ano all three test the possibilities of III oraI
instruction and a moral growth of character in the heroine - which would
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finally protect her from a scheming world - through the courtship pattern.
In Watch and Ward, Nora has to choose between three different candidates for her favor - candidates that are characterized as representatives
of different regions of cultural inf1uence in American life. A virile but
morally undisciplined Westerner and an effete exemplar of the genteel
tradition of the East are two of them. In between them stands the moral
center of the book, the gentleman and guardian Roger Lawrence, who, as
the novel progresses, comes to stand for the possibility of a happy balance
between the two sectional and cultural extremes.
How can the heroine leam to distinguish between these suitors? How
docs a person, in other words, acquire moral knowledge in a domestic
novel like Watch and Ward? It is this testing of possible roads to true
moral insight which constitutes the central project of the novel. While the
text, on its surface~ seems to meander rather pointlessly through the
constant ups-and-downs of Nora's life, what it really docs is to examine,
in subsequent chapters, well-known and culturally approved ways of
character formation. Intense moral supervision by her guardian Rogcr
ami the ncarly obligatory travel to Europe arejusLLwo of these, but neither
they, nor other proven Victorian devices allow the young and inexperiellCed Nura to make the right distinctions. This is an outcome to be noteo,
fur, as a result, the novel, interestingly enough, seems to drift toward a
potentially realistic criterion of knowledge: the significance of expericnce ilself as the only valid way to obtain reliable knowledge about the
world. In a moment of severe disappointment, Nora f1ees to New York
and her subscquent experiences with the Westemer Fenton, raising for a
moment cven the possibility of seduction or rape, teach her a painful
lesson about how much she had deceived herself about his character. But
in the final analysis, experience in Watch and Ward remains carefully
controlled by the logic of an all pervading moral law. It docs not initiate
a process of grauual growth by trial and elTor, but functions as a kinu of
uramatic tool for initialing a moment of sudden conversion. In the linal
analysis, it is thus not experience, but Nora's heart which reveals the truth
to hcr ano this moment of revelation is also the moment in which moral
amI social order finally coalesce.
In a fashion typical of the hybrid mixture of romance ami realism
which characterizes the domestic novel, the novel thus uneasily moves
between two theories or knowledge and two functional moucls of the
literary text: on the one hand, moral guardianship is recognized as
standing in the way of the heroine's and, by analogy, the reader's
indepcnuem:c; this woulu imply moving the novel towards the representation of expcrience as a source of indcpemlent knowledge and thus
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towards realism. On the other hand, if fiction's primary purpose still is
to provide access to a moral order, then experience has to remain under
film moral control; it can only be admitted into the novel where it can be
trusted to lead to a reaffinnation of the idea of moral guardianship. It is
the promise of the domestic novel to provide models of a growth in
independence, but this independence can only validate itself if it acknowledges the authority and superiority of the guardian turned suitor.
In analogy, one might say the literary text moves its readers through
alternating'definitions of experience as both a promise and a threat in
order to make them accept its own function of guardianship. (Fordearl y,
it is hoped that in reading about a learning process like the heroine's,
readers will be influenced by the carefully controlled modd characler of
the narrative.)
II

The Portrait of a Lady also constitutes itself as an experiment in
education, performed on a young and culturally still unhalanced heroine,
and, as in Watch and Ward, this experiment is SCI in motion by a rather
arbitrary plot device which foregrounds the laboratory-like character of
the narrative constellation: while fate throws little orphan Nora into
Roger's way, Ralph Touchett manages to talk his father inlo leaving
Isabel Archer part of his money for the explicit purpose or lesting her
potential for growth. Again, in keeping with the convenlions of the
domestic novel, the educational experiment is acted out through the
courtship pattern, in which we find, with one interesting complication,
the same character constellation as in Watch and Ward: Robert Fenlon,
the strong, but crude representative of the American West has now
become Caspar Goodwood, while the role of the refined Easterner is
filled out by Warburton. Most interestingly, howcver, the third position,
that of the guardian and lover Roger Lawrence, is now split into lwo
characters, Ralph Touchett and Gilbert Osmond - indicating a transformation of the guardian figure which bears interesting consequences for
the development of the Jamesian project. On the one hand, the wish to
control and possess, which so far had been only latently acknowledged
in the guardian figure is now openly admitted and critkized, if not
demonized in Osmond who wants to exert as complete control over Isabel
as he does over his daughter Pansy. In Osmond, the guardian has turned
collector and manipulator. His urge for dominating others is no longer,
as it still is in the case of Roger Lawrence or Chlistopher Newman in Tilt'
American, a widely unconscious temptation but a deliberate striving for
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possession. On the other hand, however, the loss is also a gain for the
novel, for in projecting all the dangerous impulses of the guardian figure
into Osmond, a benevolent version can be retained in Ralph Touchett.
What makes Ralph a positive character, is that, after initially treating
Isabel as an object of his curiosity, he soon realizes that she has to go
through her own experiences. With Ralph, then, we have arrived at a
moment in whkh the Victorian belief in firm moral training is replaced
by realism's U'ust in the innate civilizing potential of experience itself.
The splitting of the guardian figure and the ensuing attempt to release the
gentlemanly guardian from his own inner urges for control and possession thus stand for a far-reaching liberation of experience as a criterion
of knowledgcf which suggests a new stage in this evolution from
Victorianism to realism that we are tracing here; If deception is to be
countered and reliable knowledge gained, then only by the formation of
indi viduality and character through continuous exposures to experience. I
Out there is a price to be paid for this liberation and it is part of the·
richness of The Purtrait ofa Lady that it never attempts to gloss this over.
Once one liherates experience to the point where one has to rely on ils
innate power to provide knowledge and moral distinctions, one must also
be prepared to relinquish all hopes and ambitions to shape it and to excrt
control over it. This painful recognition which Christopher Newman, for
example, was still unwilling to accept seems to bc accepled quite stoically
by Ralph Touehett. 0 ut such stoicism is not an unquestioned virtue in The
Portrait of (J Lady, for it is also presented as retreat from life. In
comparison with Watch and Ward, then, The Portrait of a Lady, one of
the classics of American realism, reveals a genuine dilemma arising out
of realism's Victorian origins. On the one hand, reality is gradually
liberated from the hold of stIlet moral control and thus also from a
hieran;hical model of communication and interaction. 3 On the other
hano, this llevelopment entails a con'esponding loss of inOucnce on tllC
part of the civilizing agent now relegated to the role of a mere onlooker
- which may also be read as the expression of a fear that the renunciation
of the Victorian idea of cultural guardianship for the sake of liberating
experience may eventually !call to a painful separation frolll social
interaction altogether.

III
We cannot possibly trace here all of the various transfonnations which
the relation betwecn guardian and developing subject undergoes in the
work or] aIllCS, although it would be interesting, for example. to deal with
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yet another educational experiment, that of The Bostonians. Here, the
split of the guardian figure into two positions is maintaincd, but a
suspicion of massive self-interest now hovers over both self-appointed
guardians, Olive Chancellor and Basil Ransom, so that the basic tcnsion
of the novel no longer emerges from the relation betwccn guardian and
ward, but from the power struggle between the two guardian figures.
Accordingly, the novel seems to deliberately move betwcen the narrative
modes of the novel of manners and melodrama in on.ler to producc an
effect of ambiguity that would provide protection against the schemes of
the guardian, whether defined as a character in the text or as lcxt itself.
The ensuing complication of the realist projcct can be even more
pointedly traced in a text like The Tum ofthe Screw, however, where the
figure of the guardian reemerges in the character of the govcrness. In a
way, then, we still have all the ingredients of a Vktorian story of
education and the crucial question thus still secms to be how anu to what
extent reality can be brought under moral control.
As one soon finds out, however, one will ncver find out, for the
problem of education has finally turned into the suspidoll of pcn;eption
and experience itself. For the first timc, we arc confrontcu with the
uncanny possibility thal the guardian figurc's moral energy may bc
nothing but a neurotic symptom. Since the reader has no way of linding
out whether lhe governess is hallucinating or nol, the kcy categories of
realism - experience, communication, and individuality - become subverted from within; as a consequence, the individual cannot be sail! to
grow any more, it merely moves within the hermetic circle of its own
neurosis. And this, in turn, confinns a suspicion one might have had all
along. The Victorian guardian is now no more than a voycur prying into
the inner secrets of her pupils and trying to extract confessions of guilt to
satisfy her own neurotic longings - a suspicion thaI has its equivalent ill
several changes of narrative strategy. One of the most important for our
discussion is the positioning of the guardian figure itself am] thc
consequences this entails for the process of reading. Stances of watching
arc typical for the governess, in fact, much of the knowledge she aCljuircs
in the text - however dubious it may be - is acquired by watching. This
may suggeslclassifying her as another observer of Ralph Touchctt' s type.
Yet, quite obviously, there is an essential difference separating the two.
An interesting inversion is at work here. The distance which Ralph keeps
to most social and emotional commitments also cnables hilll tu he a
perceptive and competent judge of events. In a way, his guarJianship,
which can also be seen, at the same time, as Ralph's successful 'authorship' oflsabcl's life, is confirmed althat momcnt when Isabel herself is
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ready to become the author (respectively, guardian) of her own life. In
contrast, the dilemma in which the governess is caught might be
charactellzcd by saying that she, too, strives to achieve the status of an
author of her own story, but that, by never being able to bridge the distance
which prevents her from making sense out of her own experience, she
always remains restricted to the role of a reader who tries in vain to give
coherence to an enigmatic text. In her person - and this seems to me the
actual source ofthe difficulties in the interpretation which The Turn ofthe
Screw poses - the perspectives of the guardian and ward thus merge. Or,
to put it differently, because of the talc's carefully sustained ambiguity,
readers can never be sure whether they arc reading the story of a
legitimately conccrned guardian or of an unstable heroine who herself is
in need of guardianship.
This, in turn, has far-reaching consequences for the function of the
literary text itself. for now the reader can no longer treat the text as a model
of behavior, as in the case of Watch and Ward, nor as a model of open
I.:olllmunication, as in the l.:aseofThe Portraito!aLady, where the reader,
like Isabel in the text, is supposed to gain knowledge through a gradual
proccss of interaction with lhe tcxt. As Shoshana Felman and others have
pointed out, in comparison with these two possibilities, The Tum oflhe
Screw works, in analogy to the perceptual problems of the govellless
herself, like a trap of projection, that is, like a stimulus for a voyeurism
which uses the ambiguily and interpretative openness of the tcxt for the
construction ofan imaginary object that may only reflect the reader's own
wishes and anxieties and thus keep him or her trapped in a cycle of
promise and disappointmcn1. 4 The changes in the guardian figure thus
find their equivalent in the changing functions of the literary text itself
and this, in fact, may provide additional support for my decision to take
the relation between guardian and developing subject as a mise ell abyme,
that is, as a mirror within the text, for the changing functions of fiction
in realism.
IV
To begin the stOI)' of American realism with a character like Roger
Lawrence may appear to be an unusual, if not downright questionable
poinl of l!cparture. Clearly, it stands in marked contrast to most
discussions which logically tie American realism to lhe political and
el,;onomic crises of the 1880s. Such an approach, however, must run into
seriuus difficulties with large parts of the realist projeclofthe Gilued Age.
It can do lillie or nothing with Twain, Jamcs, and DeForest and even in
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the case of Howells, a note of disapproval and disappuintment persisL<;
because so much of his work fails to match his programmatic statements
which he pu t together in piecemeal fashion in the 1880s. In other words,
read backwards, from the critical ambitions of naturalism alllileft liberal
intellectuals, American realism must dwindlc down to a brief historical
moment of programmatic self-awareness in some Howellsian novels of
the 1880s. Time and again, the story of American realism is thus told as
the story of failure; almost routinely, American realists arc scolded for
their lack of a realist backbone and for a tendency to strike compromises
with a genteel system of values.
However, to discuss realism primaIily on the basis of its own programmatic claims or by checking it against a list of urgent social crises is the
wrong beginning in my opinion; instead, it seems much more sensible to
consider where realism came from and to trace its subsequent devc1opmel1tfrom there. To take Roger LawrCl1ceas apossibk pointufdeparture
allows us to stress both the Victorian origins oftbe realist project as well
as its remarkable continuity which, in an ongoing process of revision and
rcnegotiation, leads from Victorianisl11to early glimpses ofllloL!ernislIl.
Victorianism, in other words, always remained a cO[lstituti ve dClIIent or
American realism and was not an unfortunatc relapse or a tcmporary loss
of nerve. As the example of James has shown, there call he 110 doubt that
the realist novel in America began as - and rcmained - a literary strategy
of American Victorianism, but not, as most critics continue to imply,
because its writers were too timid to shed Victorian convcntions, hut
because American realism, from its start, developed as an advanccJ
version of the Victorian civilizing project, that is, as an attempt to usc
literature as a discourse for establishing a cultural consensus on the
potential and the remaining shortcomings of Amclican civilization. If
there is one common denominator that L10minates the various forms of
American realism, ranging from the historical and political llovd, travd
literature and local color fiction to the novel of manncrs and the utopian
novel, including novels so vastly apart in style and structure as Alivel/ 1/1 res
of Huckleberry Finn, The Rise of Silas Lapham, and The Portrail of (J
Lady, it is thus not an elusive norm of objectivity or representativeness
nor a concern with specific social problems but the allempt to pruviLle
instances of an exemplary learning process in which the main character.~
finally !cam to trust their own instinct and experience as the only reliahle
source of know ledge. The starting point and connecting link oj" American
realism is thus not social criticism but the Victorian story of eoucation,
in which individual victories and failurCl arc metonymically rclateJ to
national possibilities. Accordingly, realism's ccntral stories are ones ul'
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exemplary growth or failure; its basic narrative thrust is the symbolic
integratiun of disturbing cultural material into thc coherence of the text;
its goal is to develop fictional models and a vocabulary for the idea of
sllccessful rdation. The increasingly clitical dimension that enters
American realism duting the latc 1880s and 1890s is thus not its
generating force, but already an alarm signal that its own civiliJ.ing
projcl.:t had begun to run into increasing difficulties.
To reconceptualil.e 19th century American realism as originally and
primarily a civilizing project by means of fiction can also help to
differentiate more clearly the major constituents that shape the literary
sys telll we call real ism.
I) Any cOllllllunicati ve act illl plies a strategic or pragmatic dimension;
or, to put it Jifferently, it must assume a certain cultural purpose or nced.
This is what onc may call the implicd cultural function of the text; 2) This
pragmatic dimension is one n~ason why literary realism, like any other
type of litcrary text, docs not simply rencct reality but offers a version or
it based on certain assumptions abollt the nature of reality and the
possihility ur gaining knowleJge about it; and 3) In order to fulfil its
function as a I.:ultural strategy, the realistnovcl, consciously or UllCOllsciously, has to be bascd on an implied theory ofeffect, that is, on an iJea
or how tlic literary text will be able to realize its cultural goals through
its narrative strategies and organization uf linguistic material.
In distinguishing these three basic constituents one really talks about
three basic functions of fiction: to provide knowledge, to serve as a mode
of cultural self-definition, and to provide an aesthetic experience. The
interesting point for the purpose of our discussion is that these lhrce
aspects, not only in realism, rcmainlogically L1ependent on each other: at
each stage of literary history, including the inner history of realism, they
cOllie together in specific constellations, which suggesls that one shoulJ
consider tile possibility of tension, or more exactly, of competition,
between variuus functions of fiction in realism itself. What remains
unsatisfactory about mimctic concepts like the mirror-metaphor, lirelikeness ortruthful representation is not only that they areepistel11ologically
naive, but also, and maybe more so, that they definc thc realist text
through a single function, namely by registering something as accurately
as possi ble that is already there. However, if realism, as most critics seem
to agrce nowadays, is a symbolic construct based on a certain effect, the
reality erfect, in order to be successful as a cultural strategy, if, in other
words. it is really no more (anLi no less) than a rhetorical gesture to claim
special authority for its own interprctation of reality, then the crucial
4ucstion is no longer how successful it has been in realizing its own
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claims, but by what choices the system is organized - and pcrhaps
simultaneously disorganized.
Watch and Ward - to go back to the example [rom which 1set out - is
still strongly dominated by the priority of culLural function, rcflccting
Victorianism's obsession with moral instruction to which fiction's other
potential remains subordinated. The prevalent view of reality is of a
world governed by an all-pervasive moral law; if this is held to bc selfevident, however, the best, in fact, the only way of gaining reliahle
knowledge about the world is by strict, unwavering moral disciplinc.
Focusing on the figure of the guardian therefore makcs scnse. for c1car! y.
as far as early American Victorianism is conccl11cd, it seems like a filling
metaphor for the task literature is to perform on the reader: <.juite literally
the text is to be the reader's guardian and is to providc thc reader with clear
moral guidance. The weak point of this system is thc novel's theory or
effect, however, which relies on the model character of iL<; narrativc and
implies acts of imitation and identification on the purt urthc IcaJcr. Such
a strategy has one basic fiaw which impairs its cultural clTcctivcness.
Although its promise is the formation of a stable moral idcntity. this
identity, ironically enough, is only gained by acknowledging the superior
authority of the guardian.
For the self-image of a young nation whose promise lay in a dClllocratic
communality of independent individuals. such a solution remained
unsatisfactory. (I think that this is also the main reason why the domes tic
novel was never officially acknowledged in American litcrary and
cultural history. It did not tit the dominant Americanism.) It was the
priority the domestic novel set on moral instruction that the realists began
to argue against with increasing fervor, because, in their opinion, such
bookish dependency kept common Americans - and with them American
civilization - from realizing their potential. What realism promises
therefore - and here it goes beyond the domestic novel - is to liherate
experience as the main source of knowledge amI thus to transform moral
instruction into genuine learning. Its initial cultural vision was based on
the assumption of a common dialogue on the promise and rcmaining
shortcomings of American civilization which would be able to forge a
common vision and a viable cultural consensus. 5 Such a dialogue
presupposed the existence of a common basis for knowledge that was
equally accessible to all. Thus, in order to fulfil its cultural purpose. the
realist novel has to take something like an epistcmologicalturJI, however
naive it may appear today, because the success or its civilizing project
now depends on the question of whether and how reI iahle knowledge call
be gained. This means. it must focus on exemplary stories of right ur
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wrong perception and if the novel is to help readers to train their
perception, then it has to assign them a new role not as ward but as
democratic equals who are invited to an ongoing dialogue on the nature
and current state of American civilization, and yet are left alone to form
their own conclusions bel.:ause of a basic trust in their common sense and
innate moralily.
1l1is epistemological turn eventually found expression in a new kind
of genre designation in which the relation to rcalily bCl.:ol11es the
distinguishing feature and in which realism's own generil: OLigins are
effectively obscured. However, this turn also created new pressure on the
literary system whose development we are tracing here. namely, the
challenge to offer convincing versions of the kind of experience that
would support realism's own belief in a world that can beintersubjccti vcly
known; these JilTcrent versions of what constitutes genuine expeI1cnce
in realism call also provide a useful point of departure [or skctl.:hillg out
its ama/jng diversity. For Twain, the promise of experience obviously!
lay in the explosive force of the direct, spontaneous encounter which
secmed ideally suited to blow away outworn cultural conventions.
Knowledge was thus most reliably produced by a strategy of humorous
confrontation. Twain's early books are hardly more than a loosely
connected series of such confrontations. their theory of effel.:t, inL1uencing a whole tradition or American writing. is based on the liberating
power of authenticity. This also remains Twain's major problem,
however. for if the spontaneous encounter is to generate knowledge that
is culturally meaningful, one must be able to use it as basis for generalization; each generalization, however, is undermined by the next spontaneous encoun tel'. As a cOllsequenee, the breakdown of the realist project
in Twain's writing is not primarily a result of his growing disillusion with
America. Instead, the impossibility of establishing the direct. spontaneous encounter as an epistemologically valid base for rcconceptualizing a
regenerated civilization, most clearly revealed in the Connecticut YUIIkee, seems to lie at the core of his growing disillusionment.
.{
Howells and James, on the other hand, obviously considered a model
of dialogic eXl.:hange. patterned on the idea of an ongoing convcrsation,
as the supreme model of the type of experience that would be able to
generate culturally meaningful knowledge. Hence, the dialogic principle
through which experience is constantly set in perspective became the
guiding principle of their work in the 18805. As 1ha ve tried to show, this I
meant to take back the idea of cultural guardianship because it stood in
the way of a C01llmon democratic vision. This tendency finds its formal
equivalent ill gradually diminishing the role of the third-person narrator
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and the subsequent shift in the relation between showing anu telling
which also strengthen the reader's role in the formation or meaning.
But, as we have seen, the liberation has its price al1lI creates a new
source of pressure, because it also diminishes the lext's control over the
interpretalion of reality. As a result, many dassit: realistic novds of the
carly 1880s are marked by anxieties about the possibilily that their
strategy may backfire and endanger the novel's cultural function; they arc
therefore decisively shaped by counter-moves of fOl"Cl~U rei ntegratioll, as,
for example, in the elevation of Atherton to the voice of civilization in A
Modern Instance or in Isabel Archer's return to Osmond at the enu of The
Portraitofa Lady. The developing subject is confinneu in the authorship
of her own life, but the narrative makes sure that the text she writes
reaffirms a cultural ideal of shared responsibility - individual identity is
thus gained by the recognition of mutual dependem:e.
This, in fact, is the central dilemma of American realislll thal COllstantly threatens to subvert it from within and explains the vulnerahility
of its supposedly stable and reassuring acts of representation. In order to
realize realism's trust in the innatc civilizing potential of expcricnce the
text had to looscn the Victorian holc.l on experience and open ilself lip to
all those aspects that still stood in the way of sun:essful cultural
integration. But in opening itself up, the novel, at the salllc time, alsll
increasingly reveals material which threatens to exploJe th~ possibility
of a cultural consensus and thus signals a possihle loss of cultural
inl1uence on the part of the civilizing agent. The epistelllological tllrn or
thel!omestic novel, its liberation of experience as a source of know ledge,
thus creates a new chalIenge, namely how to accomlJlOdate real ism's
civilizing function with a reality that increasingly seellied ttl rl'sist
symbolic integration into a new stage of American civili/.ation alter the
Civil War.
This is also the moment, by the way, in which Howells and 1al11es parl
company. Since Howells had made the socializing power of the slllall
group the measure for the possibilities of Amcrican civili/.ation, he got
stuck at the moment in which his own claim for truthfulness revealed
more and more material that coult.! no longer be integrated into the
exemplary communities of his novels. His w.ork is able to acknowledge
diversity, but not unbridgeable difference. James, on the uther hand,
could go on, in fact, could push his work to new kvels hy radicalizing the
epistemologiealturn of the realist project. .Already in 111l' Jlo1'lmit (~((/
Lady, experience becomes only meaningful by being processeJ through
consciousness. This acknowledgment initially seemed ttl illlensify
doubts about the status ofknowlcdge (and thus the promise ofa new slage
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of civilization), as can be seen in his enigmatic period, in which the rear
or being imprisoneu in consciousness begins to dominate his work. The
guardian figure, as we have seen, is thus relegated from author to reac.ler.
But what initially provided a further source of pressure on realism's
civilizing project also paved the way for a new solution which led to
another anc.l final reaujustme11l within the realist project. After elllphasi'-ing its cultural function ant.! epistemological promise, it is now the
aesthetic function, that is, a new theory of effect, that becomes the major
hope for the civilizing project. For if experience has become a problclllatil.: source ofknowkuge, only acel1ain way of processing it, forcxalllple,
by sustaineu ambiguity, can counter its deception-potential. In other
worl!s, the work of art in our modern sense has become the supreme
sourc.:e, in fact, the only reliable source ofknowlcdge and this sllil'L from
the question of perception to an increasing priority of the aesthetic
uimension also has implications for the thiro major constituent of the
project, its cultural function. The work of art is now the supreme guardian
amI the last anl! only remaining civilizing agent.
One could argue thal at this point, when the aesthelic function has to
carryall the cultural and epistemological hopes of fiction, a new uanger
- and thus a new source of pressure - al1ses; communicative interaclion
cantul'Il into mere sem iosis onhe dialogic principle into merely semanlic
free play. This would seem to raise the question ofcultural function anew.
Hence, the recurring allempts in the 20th century to reappropriate realism
as a literature that, by virtue of its seemingly close relation to reality,
appears to guarantee an immediate cultural uscl'ulness or fiction. Unfortunately, it was a version of realism that, for the most part, was returning
again to the unchallenged dominance of one [unction, namely its usefulness as a cultural strategy and lhus fell way behinu the self-investigation
that was already unt.!erway in 19th century realism. In fact, I would like
to argue that POSL'itructuralislll's very limiteu view of realism as a
rcassuring myth or order has conllated 19th century realism with socialist
real ism al1l1 the roman athese in order to produce a version that serves its
own ideological neet.!s.
And so on anu sO forth. We cannot possibly discuss here all furlher
steps anu readjustments of the system whose development we have
traceu, but the basil.: pallel11 shoulu have emerged with suITicient clarity.
Realisln, as any other literary system, is a heuristic fiction lhat is pullo
the test in the act of writing and is shaped by multiple, interlocking
constituents. Thus, it should be rcgarueu as an ongoing project, as a
complex interactive system in which the rcIations between its basic
constituents and possibilities, when unJer pressure, shift and have lo be
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constantly renegotiated. This, in turn, would also seem to call for an
intcractionist mode of explanation, not a monolithic or monologic one.
In view of the complexity of American realism I find any approach
unsatisfactory which rests its definition on the privileging of any of its
functional aspects.
Finally, such an attempt to recast the question of realism in more
complex tenus may also provide a useful point ofdeparture for assessing
recent poststructuralistdiscussions which have tranSf0I111ed realism from
its long-time standing as a privileged voice of criticism to a much
maligned agent of bourgeois repression. In these determinedly revisionist views, realism's striving for representational transparency secures a
totalitarian tyranny of the referent; in terms of cuitural function, this
makes realism a discourse of surveillance which is complkit to a polidng
of society; and finally, psychologically, the realist text is sickeningly
repressive in subordinating desire to the reality-principle or to the claims
of the symbolic order. 111is critique, rcOecting a new cultural radil.:alism,
has its merits in drawing our attention to clements of domination and
coercion in realism's scenarios of comm unicati ve interaction, and above
all in its metonymically charged courtship pallerns - eklllents of power
that were not as clearly seen before, especially in those approaches that
want to affinn realism's own idea and ideal of consensus. What seems
problematic, on the other hand, is the sweeping nature of these charges
which, in a rigidly schematic binarism and thus in astriking contradiction
to poststructuralism's own suspicion of stable binary oppositions, pits a
monolithically conceived realism without any inner development and
change of historical function against fantasies of semantic and social free
play that elevate the visions of the Paris May to the seemingly only
possible norm for human relations.
It seems justified, for example, to point out, as Leo Bersani docs in a
representative contemporary critique, that realism always tries to incorporate and control desire in SCellal10S of growth and balance. The typical
narrative it tells is therefore that of a painful eI1lrance into the symboli<..:
order in which, to quote George Levine, 'an excessively romantic and
egoistic heroine must learn the relation of desire to possibility, of self to
society. '6 Still, one would want to know what the theory of human
development is that would not have to acknowledge any compromise
between desire and possibility. If the question of desire is noL a Illalter
of either-or, however, but of how much and how far, the iuea of
negotiation becomes crucial. And here it is striking to realize to what
extent American realism itself in its constant attempt to rcadjust to the
changing needs and newly emerging pressures on its own civilizing
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project and in a remarkably sustained effort of self-examination, gradually acknowledges and reveals the dangers of domination and coercion
in its own scenarios of courtship and symbolic union; in fact, as I have
u'icd to argue, the pressures emerging from its increasing problematization
of the idea of guardianship was part of the logic which undermined the
realist project from within. If we are not satisfied with the solutions with
which the realists have come up, this should not be too much ofa surprise,
because they could not possibly have read Barthes or Foucault who after
all provide the subtext for our current analyses of the relations between
art anu power and love and poweL
This, in faL:t, may be the ultimate problem realism has to face in this
day and age. Interpretations and evaluations arc also always mattcrs of
self-definition. For such a self-definition 19th century American realism
docs not have to offer much these days, for instead of glorious acts of
liberation and resistance, it emphasizes the idea of interdependelH.:e. it
is, in other words, of no use for the current cultural radicalism. In its
concern with the inevitability but also with the difficulties and dangers
of relatiolls realism pn:sents something like an ongoing rcOcction on
various states of dependence. In a way, this also goes against the
American grain. One explanation of why American criticism has shown
relatively little interest in this important chapter of its own literary amI
culturallJistory Illay lie in the fact that in its concern with relations realism
works against basic American fantasies. In contrast to American
Romanticism, with which critics have remained endlessly fascinated,
American realism docs not offer declarations of independence, but of
mutual depcndence. One should add, however, that an insistence on the
inevitability and necessity of mutual dependence should not be confused
with an affirmation of dependency. Nor is this done by American realism
itself. In its eyer new attempts to find a convincing literary representation
for the idea of successful relations, it presents the question of how such
relations L:an be established as a continuous problematic on alllcvcls of
cultural activity: in the creation of meaning and aesthetic experience, in
the cstablishmcnt of genuine reciprocity in communication and social
interadion, in the formation of social and personal identity, and, last but
not least, in thc interpretation of both reality and literature. In fact, in its
obsession with the problem, it offers something like a phenomenology of
possible relations, including those of deccption, coercion, emotional
Llepcl\ucl\cy, anLl, in thc work of writers like Kate Chopin, a uiscussion
of the promise and problcms or a retreat from relations. If we accept this,
however, then it seems fitting to also extend the idea of interdependcnce
lU the interpretation or the phenolllcnon itself, as I have tried to do in
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focusing on the relation between guardian and ward as a mise en abyme
not only for the Jamesian project, but for American realism ill general,
defining realism as a complex system of elements whose inlCraction
produces ever new gains and losses, insights and limitations, promises
and breakdowns. In short, what I suggest is to read Amerkan rcalislllllut
as 'an exercise in social criticism that fell shon, nor as an exercise in
surveillance orjust plain self-deception, but as a literature ofexploration.
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